


KJV Bible Word Studies for UNWALLED



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

town 2969 # komopolis {ko-mop'-ol-is}; from 2968 and 4172; an unwalled city: -- {town}. 

unwalled 6519 ## p@razah {per-aw-zaw'}; from the same as 6518; an open country: -- (unwalled) town 
(without walls), {unwalled} village. 

unwalled 6519 ## p@razah {per-aw-zaw'}; from the same as 6518; an open country: -- ({unwalled}) town 
(without walls), unwalled village. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

unwalled 06519 ## p@razah {per-aw-zaw'} ; from the same as 06518 ; an open country : -- (unwalled) town 
(without walls) , {unwalled} village . 

unwalled 06519 ## p@razah {per-aw-zaw'} ; from the same as 06518 ; an open country : -- ({unwalled}) 
town (without walls) , unwalled village . 

unwalled 2969 - komopolis {ko-mop'-ol-is}; from 2968 and 4172; an {unwalled} city: -- town. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2969 + towns +/ . komopolis {ko-mop'-ol-is}; from 2968 + town + village + villages + the town + the towns + 
a village + in the town + and village + the village + to a village + and villages + the villages + unto the village
+ him out of the town + and out of the town +/ and 4172 + city + cities + a city + A city + to city + any city + 
the city + our city + in a city + the cities + for a city + their city + unto a city + of the city + in the city + to 
the city + was the city + And the city + all the city + he to a city + and the city + in that city + to that city + 
of that city + for that city + up their city + unto the city + ye in the city + them from city + it in the city + 
and the cities + out of the city + for them a city + men of the city + in their cities + part of the city + in the 
same city + out of that city + to their own city + I was in the city + and unto the city + out of the cities + for 
it is the city + him out of the city + There was in a city + with him in the city + not how that the city + 
belonging to the city + we were out of the city + and we were in that city +/ ; an unwalled city: --town . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

unwalled 6519 -- p@razah -- (unwalled) town (without walls), {unwalled} village.

unwalled 6519 -- p@razah -- ({unwalled}) town (without walls), unwalled village.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- unwalled , 6519 , 6521 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

unwalled Deu_03_05 # All these cities [were] fenced with high walls, gates, and bars; beside unwalled towns
a great many.

unwalled Est_09_19 # Therefore the Jews of the villages, that dwelt in the unwalled towns, made the 
fourteenth day of the month Adar [a day of] gladness and feasting, and a good day, and of sending portions 
one to another.

unwalled Eze_38_11 # And thou shalt say, I will go up to the land of unwalled villages; I will go to them that
are at rest, that dwell safely, all of them dwelling without walls, and having neither bars nor gates,



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

unwalled towns a Deu_03_05 # All these cities [were] fenced with high walls, gates, and bars; beside 
unwalled towns a great many.

unwalled towns made Est_09_19 # Therefore the Jews of the villages, that dwelt in the unwalled towns, 
made the fourteenth day of the month Adar [a day of] gladness and feasting, and a good day, and of 
sending portions one to another.

unwalled villages I Eze_38_11 # And thou shalt say, I will go up to the land of unwalled villages; I will go to 
them that are at rest, that dwell safely, all of them dwelling without walls, and having neither bars nor 
gates,



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

unwalled towns Est_09_19 

unwalled villages Eze_38_11 



unwalled DEU 003 005 All <03605 +kol > these <00428 +>el - leh > cities <05892 + [ were ] fenced <01219 
+batsar > with high <01364 +gaboahh > walls <02346 +chowmah > , gates <01817 +deleth > , and bars <01280 
+b@riyach > ; beside <00905 +bad > {unwalled} <06521 +p@raziy > towns <05892 + a great <03966 +m@
many <07227 +rab > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

unwalled ^ Deu_03_05 / unwalled /^towns a great many. 

unwalled ^ Est_09_19 / unwalled /^towns, made the fourteenth day of the month Adar [a day of] gladness 
and feasting, and a good day, and of sending portions one to another. 

unwalled ^ Eze_38_11 / unwalled /^villages; I will go to them that are at rest, that dwell safely, all of them 
dwelling without walls, and having neither bars nor gates, 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

unwalled Deu_03_05 All these cities [were] fenced with high walls, gates, and bars; beside {unwalled} towns
a great many. 

unwalled Est_09_19 Therefore the Jews of the villages, that dwelt in the {unwalled} towns, made the 
fourteenth day of the month Adar [a day of] gladness and feasting, and a good day, and of sending portions 
one to another. 

unwalled Eze_38_11 And thou shalt say, I will go up to the land of {unwalled} villages; I will go to them that
are at rest, that dwell safely, all of them dwelling without walls, and having neither bars nor gates, 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

unwalled Deu_03_05 All (03605 +kol ) these (00428 +)el - leh ) cities (05892 +(iyr ) [ were ] fenced (01219 +batsar ) with high (01364 +gaboahh ) walls (02346 +chowmah ) , gates (01817 +deleth ) , and bars (01280 
+b@riyach ) ; beside (00905 +bad ) {unwalled} (06521 +p@raziy ) towns (05892 +(iyr ) a great (03966 +m@(od ) many (07227 +rab ) . 

unwalled Est_09_19 Therefore the Jews (03064 +Y@huwdiy ) of the villages (06521 +p@raziy ) , that dwelt (03427 +yashab ) in the {unwalled} (06519 +p@razah ) towns (05892 +(iyr ) , made (06213 +(asah ) the fourteenth
day (03117 +yowm ) of the month (02320 +chodesh ) Adar (00143 +)Adar ) [ a day of ] gladness (08057 +simchah ) and feasting (04960 +mishteh ) , and a good (02896 +towb ) day (03117 +yowm ) , and of sending (04916 
+mishlowach ) portions (04490 +manah ) one (00376 +)iysh ) to another (07453 +rea( ) . 

unwalled Eze_38_11 And thou shalt say (00559 +)amar ) , I will go (05927 +(alah ) up to the land (00776 +)erets ) of {unwalled} villages (06519 +p@razah ) ; I will go (00935 +bow) ) to them that are at rest (08252 +shaqat ) 
, that dwell (03427 +yashab ) safely (00983 +betach ) , all (03605 +kol ) of them dwelling (03427 +yashab ) without (00369 +)ayin ) walls (02346 +chowmah ) , and having neither (00369 +)ayin ) bars (01280 +b@riyach ) nor
gates (01817 +deleth ) , 
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town 2969 # komopolis {ko-mop'-ol-is}; from 2968 and 4172; an unwalled city: -- {town}.[ql unwalled 
Interlinear Index Study unwalled DEU 003 005 All <03605 +kol > these <00428 +>el - leh > cities <05892 + [ 
were ] fenced <01219 +batsar > with high <01364 +gaboahh > walls <02346 +chowmah > , gates <01817 +deleth
> , and bars <01280 +b@riyach > ; beside <00905 +bad > {unwalled} <06521 +p@raziy > towns <05892 + a 
great <03966 +m@ many <07227 +rab > . unwalled EST 009 019 Therefore the Jews <03064 +Y@huwdiy > of 
the villages <06521 +p@raziy > , that dwelt <03427 +yashab > in the {unwalled} <06519 +p@razah > towns 
<05892 + , made <06213 + the fourteenth day <03117 +yowm > of the month <02320 +chodesh > Adar <00143 
+>Adar > [ a day of ] gladness <08057 +simchah > and feasting <04960 +mishteh > , and a good <02896 +towb >
day <03117 +yowm > , and of sending <04916 +mishlowach > portions <04490 +manah > one <00376 +>iysh > 
to another <07453 +rea< > . unwalled EZE 038 011 And thou shalt say <00559 +>amar > , I will go <05927 + up 
to the land <00776 +>erets > of {unwalled} villages <06519 +p@razah > ; I will go <00935 +bow> > to them that
are at rest <08252 +shaqat > , that dwell <03427 +yashab > safely <00983 +betach > , all <03605 +kol > of them 
dwelling <03427 +yashab > without <00369 +>ayin > walls <02346 +chowmah > , and having neither <00369 
+>ayin > bars <01280 +b@riyach > nor gates <01817 +deleth > , beside unwalled towns unwalled towns 
unwalled villages - unwalled , 6519 , 6521 , unwalled DEU 003 005 All <03605 +kol > these <00428 +>el - leh > 
cities <05892 + [ were ] fenced <01219 +batsar > with high <01364 +gaboahh > walls <02346 +chowmah > , 
gates <01817 +deleth > , and bars <01280 +b@riyach > ; beside <00905 +bad > {unwalled} <06521 +p@raziy > 
towns <05892 + a great <03966 +m@ many <07227 +rab > . unwalled -6519 towns , {unwalled} , villages , 
unwalled -6521 country , {unwalled} , villages , unwalled 6519 -- p@razah -- (unwalled) town (without walls), 
{unwalled} village. unwalled 6519 -- p@razah -- ({unwalled}) town (without walls), unwalled village. unwalled 
6519 ## p@razah {per-aw-zaw'}; from the same as 6518; an open country: -- (unwalled) town (without walls), 
{unwalled} village.[ql unwalled 6519 ## p@razah {per-aw-zaw'}; from the same as 6518; an open country: -- 
({unwalled}) town (without walls), unwalled village.[ql unwalled 009 019 Est /^{unwalled /towns , made the 
fourteenth day of the month Adar a day of gladness and feasting , and a good day , and of sending portions one to 
another . unwalled 003 005 Deu /^{unwalled /towns a great many . unwalled 038 011 Eze /^{unwalled /villages ; I
will go to them that are at rest , that dwell safely , all of them dwelling without walls , and having neither bars nor 
gates , unwalled All these cities [were] fenced with high walls, gates, and bars; beside {unwalled} towns a great 
many. unwalled Therefore the Jews of the villages, that dwelt in the {unwalled} towns, made the fourteenth day of
the month Adar [a day of] gladness and feasting, and a good day, and of sending portions one to another. unwalled
And thou shalt say, I will go up to the land of {unwalled} villages; I will go to them that are at rest, that dwell 
safely, all of them dwelling without walls, and having neither bars nor gates, 



town 2969 # komopolis {ko-mop'-ol-is}; from 2968 and 4172; an unwalled city: -- {town}.[ql







unwalled -6519 towns , {unwalled} , villages , unwalled -6521 country , {unwalled} , villages ,



unwalled 6519 -- p@razah -- (unwalled) town (without walls), {unwalled} village. unwalled 6519 -- p@razah -- 
({unwalled}) town (without walls), unwalled village.







unwalled 6519 ## p@razah {per-aw-zaw'}; from the same as 6518; an open country: -- (unwalled) town (without 
walls), {unwalled} village.[ql unwalled 6519 ## p@razah {per-aw-zaw'}; from the same as 6518; an open 
country: -- ({unwalled}) town (without walls), unwalled village.[ql
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unwalled Interlinear Index Study unwalled DEU 003 005 All <03605 +kol > these <00428 +>el - leh > cities 
<05892 + [ were ] fenced <01219 +batsar > with high <01364 +gaboahh > walls <02346 +chowmah > , gates 
<01817 +deleth > , and bars <01280 +b@riyach > ; beside <00905 +bad > {unwalled} <06521 +p@raziy > towns
<05892 + a great <03966 +m@ many <07227 +rab > . unwalled EST 009 019 Therefore the Jews <03064 
+Y@huwdiy > of the villages <06521 +p@raziy > , that dwelt <03427 +yashab > in the {unwalled} <06519 
+p@razah > towns <05892 + , made <06213 + the fourteenth day <03117 +yowm > of the month <02320 
+chodesh > Adar <00143 +>Adar > [ a day of ] gladness <08057 +simchah > and feasting <04960 +mishteh > , 
and a good <02896 +towb > day <03117 +yowm > , and of sending <04916 +mishlowach > portions <04490 
+manah > one <00376 +>iysh > to another <07453 +rea< > . unwalled EZE 038 011 And thou shalt say <00559 
+>amar > , I will go <05927 + up to the land <00776 +>erets > of {unwalled} villages <06519 +p@razah > ; I 
will go <00935 +bow> > to them that are at rest <08252 +shaqat > , that dwell <03427 +yashab > safely <00983 
+betach > , all <03605 +kol > of them dwelling <03427 +yashab > without <00369 +>ayin > walls <02346 
+chowmah > , and having neither <00369 +>ayin > bars <01280 +b@riyach > nor gates <01817 +deleth > ,



beside unwalled towns unwalled towns unwalled villages 



unwalled 009 019 Est /^{unwalled /towns , made the fourteenth day of the month Adar a day of gladness and 
feasting , and a good day , and of sending portions one to another . unwalled 003 005 Deu /^{unwalled /towns a 
great many . unwalled 038 011 Eze /^{unwalled /villages ; I will go to them that are at rest , that dwell safely , all 
of them dwelling without walls , and having neither bars nor gates ,





- unwalled , 6519 , 6521 , 



unwalled All these cities [were] fenced with high walls, gates, and bars; beside {unwalled} towns a great many. 
unwalled Therefore the Jews of the villages, that dwelt in the {unwalled} towns, made the fourteenth day of the 
month Adar [a day of] gladness and feasting, and a good day, and of sending portions one to another. unwalled 
And thou shalt say, I will go up to the land of {unwalled} villages; I will go to them that are at rest, that dwell 
safely, all of them dwelling without walls, and having neither bars nor gates,
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